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A stratified random sample of 400 head football

coaches was surveyed in order to evaluate their profes.

sional preparation in regard to the prevention and care

of athletic injuries, Of the 259 responding coaches,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Football injuries have concerned coaches, physical

educators and spectators since the beginning of the game.

During the early years of football, brutality and injury

reached such magnitude that President Theodore Roosevelt

threatened to abolish the game (2). Coaches and physical

educators responded to the President's concern by initiating

rules and controls that were designed to reduce the chances

of injuries. The National Collegiate Athletic Association,

the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics and

other governing bodies have developed and enforced rules,

equipment specifications, and officiating procedures that

have contributed greatly to the reduction of football injuries.

However, the number and severity of these injuries continue

to cause concern. Although limited nationwide statistics

are available on the annual number of football injuries,

Ross (5) in 1964 estimated that one in five high school

football players is injured seriously enough to receive

insurance compensation. Paige (3) states,

Because football injuries will doubtlessly
continue as long as football is played, it is.
the responsibility of the coach to conduct the
activity in the manner that will afford maximum
safety to the players (3, p. 42).

1
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A question that emerges is to what degree high school

football coaches are prepared for dealing with athletic

injuries.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of the study are as follows:

1. To gather and categorize information regarding

the professional preparation of head football coaches in

Texas high schools,

2. To compare professional preparation of coaches

with the standards suggested by the American Association

for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation with regard

to the prevention and care of athletic injuries,

3. To discover the attitude of coaches regarding

their professional preparation and its relation to the

prevention and care of athletic injuries,

4. To discover the attitude of coaches surveyed

toward certification of coaches in Texas, and

5. To determine whether or not there is a need for

certification of coaches in Texas.

Statement of the Problem

This study was concerned with the professional

preparation of 400 head football coaches in Texas for

dealing with the prevention and care of athletic injuries

compared to the standards suggested by the American Associa-

tion for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (1).
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Hypotheses

1. Texas high school football coaches are inadequately

prepared upon completion of the Bachelor's Degree require,

ments for dealing with the prevention and care of athletic

injuries when compared to the standards suggested by the

American Association for Health, Physical Education, and

Recreation.

a. Requirements by colleges and universities

in Texas for those persons planning to enter the

coaching profession are inadequate when compared with

the perceived judgment of coaches and with the stan-

dards suggested by the American Association for Health,

Physical Education, and Recreation.

b. A significant number of Texas high school

football coaches recognize their lack of preparation

and resort to other learning experiencess-.graduate

courses, membership in the Texas High School Coaches

Association, attendance at athletic training lectures

and demonstrations--to aid them in the proper prevention

and care of athletic injuries.

c. Football coaches in Class AAA and Class AAAA

high schools are more adequately prepared in regard to

the prevention and care of athletic injuries than

coaches in Classes B, A, and AA when compared to the

standards suggested by the American Association for

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
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These hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of signifi-

cance.

Limitations of the Study

1. A survey questionnaire sent through the mail

was utilized.

2. A stratified random sample (4) of the head

football coaches in Texas was used as a source of data.

Delimitations of the Study

1. The subjects for the study were a sample of

those Texas high school head football coaches who received

their undergraduate d Igree from a Texas college or university.

2. The standards referred to in the hypotheses were

limited to those standards suggested by the American Associa-

tion for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation - Division

of Men's Athletics Task Force on Certification of High

School Coaches.

Definition of Terms (Operational)

Professional Preparation.--courses taken at the under-

graduate level to enable one to coach football in the state

of Texas.

Stratified Random Sample.--the selection of members

of different levels of a population. In this study the

different levels were the five University Interscholastic

League levels of competition in high school football in

Texas.
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University Interscholastic League.--the governing

body for all interschool competition in junior and senior

level high schools in Texas,

Class -3 HRI' School, -less than 120 students in grades

nine through twelve

Class AHig School.,between 121-230 students in

grades nine through twelve.

Class AA .Hig School.--between 231-499 students in

grades nine through twelve.

Class AAA High School,"between 500.1119 students in

grades nine through twelve.

Class AAAA High School.--over 1120 students in grades

nine through twelve,
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Coaches' Background and Football Injuries

In 1973, Lloyd, Deaver,. and Eastwood (5) reported on

football injuryresearch. Their national survey concluded

that improper leadership accounted for a large number of

football injuries.

A study by Jackson (8) pertaining to health practices

in interscholastic athletics in Illinois came to the con-

clusion that the training, experience, and attitude of

the coach was the first important health element in

athletics. He also concluded that the training of coaches,

particularly as related to health practices, was inadequate.

An editorial written by DeShaw (5) in 1950, stated

the need for more adequate regulations in regard to

competitive athletics. It was his belief that many

schools, due to inadequate budgets, were forced to hire

inexperienced physical education teachers as coaches, or

coaches who did not have any physical education training.

DeShaw also stated that each school should provide a

sufficient number of adequately trained coaches for

proper supervision during practice and games, but he did

not say what constituted an adequately trained coach.

7
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He did go on to say that coaches should have training

in first aid.

Ryan (12) discussed the establishment of a Committee

on Injuries in Sports in a paper written for the American

Journal of Surgery in 1959. One of the main points

brought forth in this paper was the cooperation of the

American Medical Association and the National Collegiate

Athletic Association in the development of "The Bill of

Rights for College Athletes." The role of the coach as a

leader in protecting the safety and health of the athlete

was pointed out, along with the ability of the coach to

give technical instruction. In this article, the coach

was characterized as a major factor in injury prevention;

however, nothing was said about the coach's education or

athletic training background.

Three basic areas of athletic injury prevention were

suggested in an article by Brashear (2) in 1959. Brashear

agreed with others when he stated,

The first, and probably the most important,
is the selection of the coach . . . The coach
is the number one preventer of serious injuries
in athletics (2, p, 1664).

He went into a little more depth in this area when he

stated that coaches' responsibilities should include,

(1) preparing facilities, (2) buying protective equipment,

(3) fitting protective equipment, (4) teaching players

how to wear protective equipment, (5) teaching fundamental

skills, and (6) proper physical conditioning of the players.
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Esslinger (7) reported in 1968 the findings of the

American Association for Health, Physical Education, and

Recreation - Division of Men's Athletics Task Force on

Certification of High School Coaches. Th;e task force

concluded that a major problem confrontin g interscholastic

athletics in the United States is the fact that approximately

one-fourth of all coaches of junior and senior high school

teams have had no professional preparation for such a

responsibility. They reasoned that the best preparation

for the position of head coach of a high school athletic

team includes the combination of a physical education major

plus participating experience as a member of the varsity

team of the sport to be coached. Participating experience

plus preparation as a physical education minor was consid-

ered the minimum acceptable background. In discussing

the problem of coaches who lack professional preparation

they stated,

They do not understand the dangers of
violent body contact sports upon the human
organism, Their lack of backgroundiin the
structure and function of the human body is a
serious liability which keeps them from knowing
how to prevent injuries and other damage, to
recognize and to evaluate and care for them
when they do occur (75, p . 43).,

The task force came to the conclusion that the best way

to eliminate unqualified coaches is for each state to

establish certification standards for those who desire to

coach. The standards should represent the basic under-

standing and competencies without which no individual
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should coach, They developed a program which includes

what they believed were the minimum essentials for a

coach. Th.e standards suggested for coaching certification

are centered around five essential areas;

Medical Aspects of Athletic Coaching

Sociological and Psychological Aspects of Coaching

Theory and Techniques of Coaching

Kinesiological Foundations of Coaching

Physiological Foundations of Coaching

One of the most thorough studies concerning athletic

injuries was conducted by Blyth, Mueller, and Frederick (1)

in 1972. Their study was concerned with the training and

experience of head coaches in North Carolina as they

related to the. rate of injuries for each coach, It was

found that coaches with a major or minor in physical

education had a significantly lower injury rate among

their players. The study also showed a statistically

significant difference in injury rates when comparing

coaches with Bachelor's Degrees to those with Master's

Degrees, Those coaches with the higher degree had a

lower injury rate, It was also significant that those

coaches with a Master's Degree in a field other than

physical education had a lower rate than those coaches

with only a Bachelor's Degree in another field, The

study also compared injury rates for coaches who had

college credit for courses in football Coaching, sports
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training, and first aid, and those who had not had them.

It is interesting to note that there was o significant

difference in injury rates for those having football

coaching and sports training and those who did not.

Also, those coaches who had training in first aid had

higher injury rates than the coaches who did not.

According to McKinney (10) , Missouri was one of the

first and one of the few states to adopt certification

programs for coaches following the task force's report.

Physical education certification automatically qualified

a teacher to coach and all coaching candidates had to be

qualified in at least one academic subject Matter area

other than physical education. The minimum standard

for coaches who were not certified in physical education

is listed below;

Semester Hours

Kinesiology 3

Prevention and Care of Athletic

Injuries 2

Scientific Basis of Conditioning

or Exercise Physiology 3

Coaching Theory 2

Administration of Physical Education 3

Sports Officiating 2

15
A Psychology of Athletics course is recommended

but not required. (10, p 50)
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Swindell (14) completed a study in 1975 of forty-

eight baseball coaches in the Dallas-Fort Worth area in

regard to their professional preparation as compared to

the standards set forth by the 1968 Task Force. His study

revealed that most of the coaches had met the minimum

standards. His sample, however, was limited to a small

number of coaches from a limited geographical area.

Dobbs (6) in 1975 conducted a survey of 200 coaches

in Northeast Texas in regard to their professional preparation

as compared to the standards set forth by the 1968 Task

Force. Sixty per cent of the questionnaires were returned.

Of those, 65 per cent were physical education majors or

minors. Dobbs also found that the responding coaches felt

that there was a need for a certification for those planning

to coach.

College and University Requirements

A brief review of college and university requirements

for certification in physical education was made (3, 4, 11,

13, 15). It was noted that there was very little similarity

in the requirements for certification in physical education,

Summary

Although there has been considerable research done

on the national level concerning better preparation of high

school football coaches, Texas appears to be behind in

establishing uniform standards for those persons planning

to coach.
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A study to determine the status of Texas high school

football coaches in regard to the prevention and care of

athletic injuries was determined to be desirable and

beneficial to those planning the professional preparation

programs for coaches.
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CHAPTER II

PROCEDURES

Sources of Data

The University Interscholastic League of Texas

separates high schools playing football into five levels

of competition, These levels are Classes B, A, AA, AAA,

and AAAA. The source" of data for this study was a

stratified random sample of 400 head football coaches in

these five classes. A list of all high schools playing

football in each classification was obtained from the

University Interscholastic League, The number of coaches

in each classification to be sampled was determined as

follows

Classification No, Schools Per Cent Sample Siz

B 203 20 80

A 218 21 84

AA 213 21 84

AAA 144 14 56

AAAA 240 .24 96

e

1018.

The schools were chosen using a table

The names and school addresses of the

at the selected schools were obtained

100 400

of random numbers.

head football coaches

from the Texas High

16
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School Coaches Association. The questionnaire was mailed

to the coaches on April 20, 1978.

Construction of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to collect data

pertaining to the professional preparation of coaches in

Texas high schools who received their preparation in Texas

colleges and universities. The titles of the courses

listed in the questionnaire were selected from a review

of university catalogues (1, 2, 3, 4).

A pilot study was made to test the effectiveness of

the questionnaire in providing the desired data. Ten schools

in each classification were selected at random, and the

head football coach in each school was sent the questionnaire.

They were asked to complete the questionnaire and make any

suggestions that they believed would improve the effective-

ness of the questionnaire. The pilot study was mailed on

January 2, 1978, An examination of the data and commentary

received did not indicate need for any changes in the

original questionnaire.

Collection of Data

The desired data was collected by use of a questionnaire

(Appendix C) mailed to each of the selected coaches at

his school address, In order to obtain the greatest

number of responses the following steps were taken:

l. Endorsement by the Executive Vice President of

the Texas High School Coaches Association was obtained
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in the form of a personal letter which was included in

the mailing of the questionnaire (Appendix A).

2. An appropriate cover letter was attached to the

questionnaire when it was mailed (Appendix B).

3. A self-addressed, stamped envelope was included

when the questionnaire was mailed.

4. Confidentiality was assured by statements in

the cover letter.

5. The questionnaire was mailed so as to. arrive at

the end of most schools' spring breaks in 1978.

6. Appropriate follow-up procedures were conducted;,

a. A post card was sent to individuals who had

not returned their questionnaire within two weeks.

b. At the end of the fourth week, a copy of the

original cover letter was sent to those who had not

responded with a note attached indicating the

importance of receiving their questionnaire. Another

copy of the questionnaire was included.

c. A personalized letter, indicating a desire to

receive the responses of all persons in the study was

written to those who had not responded at the end of

six weeks. A copy of the questionnaire and a self-

addressed, stamped envelope were included. This was

the final follow-up and resulted in a response rate

of 65 per cent.
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Compilation of Data

As questionnaires were received,. they were separated

by classes of competition and then by individual schools.

This was done to aid in quickly identifying those coaches

who had not responded.

Those coaches who had received their undergraduate

degrees from a college or university not in Texas were

omitted from the study.

Analysis of Dat-a

After receiving all expected responses, the data were

tabulated and treated statistically using chi square to the

.05 level of significance. The data were analyzed, classified,

and interpreted. A presentation and summary of the findings

was made, conclusions concerning the findings were drawn,

and recommendations were made,
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY

Four hundred head football coaches in the state of

Texas were sent a copy of the questionnaire. Of the 400

that were distributed, 263 questionnaires were completed

and returned, Four of the coaches responding had received

their undergraduate degree from a college or university

outside the state of Texas. These coaches were omitted

from the study, which left responses from 259 coaches for

use in the study. Table I shows the number of coaches

responding in each University League Classification.

TABLE I

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF COACHES RESPONDING FROM
EACH UNIVERSITY INTERSCHOLASTIC

LEAGUE CLASSIFICATION

Questionnaires Questionnaires
Classification Mailed Received Per Cent

B 80 54 67,5

A 84 54 64,3

AA 84 51 60.7

AAA 56 42 75,0

AAAA 96 58 60,4

Total 400 259 64.

21
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Tables II through XVIII present the data received from

the questionnaire in the same sequence as the questions

in the questionnaire. Tables XIX through XXV indicate

data obtained from the questionnaire and used to test the

hypothesis advanced at the beginning of the study,

Table II reports the status of the coaches in regard

to their undergraduate major. Physical education majors

accounted for 79 per cent of the responding coaches and

non physical education majors accounted for 21 per cent

of the responding coaches.

TABLE II

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS IN BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS

Discipline Number of Coaches Per Cent

Physical Education 205 79

Other 54 21

Table III reports the number of coaches whose minor

area of study was physical education or another field.

TABLE III

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINORS IN BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS

Discipline Number of Coaches Per Cent

Physical Education 30 56

Other 24 44
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Of the fifty-four coaches who had not majored in physical

education 56 per cent had a minor in physical education

while 44 per cent did not.

Table IV reports the status of those coaches who have

a Master's Degree in their major field of study

TABLE IV

MASTER'S DEGREES WITH MAJOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Discipline Number of Coaches Per Cent

Physical Education 59 41

Other 84 59

Of the 143 coaches who indicated they had Master's Degrees,

41 per cent had a major in physical education, while 59

per cent did not.

The number of coaches who did not major in physical

education in their Master's Degrees, but who had a minor in

physical education is shown in Table V.

TABLE V

MASTER'S DEGREES WITH MINOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Discipline Number of Coaches Per Cent

Physical Education 26 31

Other 58 69

Thirty-one per cent minored in physical edu&tJon in their

Master's Degree programs and 69 per cent did not.
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Table VI shows the number of coaches with Master's

Degree who have received credit for hours above that level.

TABLE VI

STATUS OF COACHES CONCERNING GRADUATE HOURS
BEYOND MASTER'S DEGREE

Hours Number of Coaches Per Cent

None 30

3-, 9 47 33

12-18 28 20

21,-30 15 10

33-39 3 2

over 40 7 5

Seventy per cent indicated they had taken courses beyond

their Master's Degree, while 30 per cent had no graduate hours.

Table VII shows the status of the coaches in regard

to high school and college football playing experience,

TABLE VII

FOOTBALL PLAYING EXPERIENCE

Playing Experience Number of Coaches Per Cent

High School 248 96

College 188 73
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Ninety-six per cent indicated they had played football

in high school and 73 per cent indicated they had played

football in college. Only 4 per cent indicated no playing

experience,

The coaches were asked in the questionnaire to indicate

whether or not they believed they were adequately prepared

for dealing with the prevention and care of athletic injuries

when the completed their Bachelor Degree requirements.

Table VIII shows their response,

TABLE VIII

STATUS OF COACHES REGARDING WHETHER.OR NOT THEY
BELIEVED THEY WERE PREPARED UPON COMPLETION

OF BACHELOR DEGREE REQUIREMENTS FOR
DEALING WITH THE PREVENTION AND

CARE OF ATHLETIC INJURIES

Prepared Number of Coaches Per Cent

Yes 85 33

No 174 67

Thirty-three per cent of the coaches responding believed

they were properly prepared upon completion of Bachelor

Degree requirements, while 67 per cent felt they were not

properly prepared.

In Table IX, the number of years of football coaching

experience of the coaches surveyed is presented, One

coach failed to check a blank indicating his years

of experience. Of those responding, 74 per cent
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had football coaching experience of between six to twenty

years. Only four per cent had football coaching experience

in excess of twenty-five years.

FOOTBALL'

TABLE IX

COACHING EXPERIENCE

Years Experience Number of Coaches Per Cent

1- 5 32 12

6-10 60 23

11-15 64 25

16-20 68 26

21-25 23 9

over 25 11 4

The status of membership in the Texas High School

Coaches Association of the coaches is reported in Table X.

TABLE X

MEMBERSHIP IN TEXAS HIGH SCHOOL COACHES ASSOCIATION

Membership Number of Coaches Per Cent

Yes 254 98

No 5 2
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Ninety-eight per cent of the coaches indicated they were

members of the Texas High School Coaches Association.

If a coach indicated membership in the Texas High

School Coaches Association, he was asked to indicate whether

or not he attended lectures and demonstrations on athletic

training during the annual state coaching school', Table XI

shows their response to that question.

TABLE XI

ATTENDANCE AT ATHLETIC TRAINING LECTURES
AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Attendance Number of Coaches Per Cent

Yes 188 74

No 67 26

Seventy-four per cent indicated they did attend training

lectures and demonstrations and 26 per cent indicated they

did not.

Because the study dealt with the ability of the

coaches to properly deal with the prevention and care of

athletic injuries, they were asked whether or not their

school employed a certified athletic trainer, Table XII

shows the status of the coaches' schools in regard to the

employment of a certified trainer.
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TABLE XII

SCHOOLS EMPLOYING CERTIFIED TRAINER

Trainer Number of Schools Per Cent

Yes 46 18

No 2.13. ...... .82

Eighteen per cent reported employment of a certified trainer,

while 82 per cent reported they did not employ a trainer.

Coaches who indicated they did not have a certified

trainer on their staff were asked if there was one accessible

in the area. Accessible areas was not defined because it would

vary with each coach. Table XIII shows the response to this

question.

TABLE XIII

AVAILABILITY OF CERTIFIED TRAINER

Trainer Available NUMbEr of Schools Ce Cent

Yes Num 119  56

No 1. 94 1 44

Of the schools that did not employ a certified trainer,

56 per cent did have access to one in the area 44 per cent

did not.

Coaches were asked to indicate a choice between a coach

and a certified trainer if they did not already have a trainer

and were allowed to enlarge their staff. Table XIV reports

the response.
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TABLE XIV

CHOICE OF CERTIFIED TRAINER OR COACH

Addition to Staff Number of Coaches Per Cent

Trainer 89 41

Coach 124 59

Forty-one per cent of the coaches surveyed responded that

they would choose a trainer instead of a coach to add to

their staff, while 59 per cent would choose a coach,

Table XV indicates the number of coaches receiving

undergraduate credit in each of the selected courses

pertinent to the care and prevention of athletic injuries.

TABLE XV

NUMBER OF COACHES RECEIVING CREDIT
IN EACH. OF THE SELECTED

COURSES

Course Credit Per Cent

First Aid 229 88

Prevention and Care of
Athletic Injuries 188 73

Theory and Techniques of
Coaching Football 221 85

Kinesiology 163 63

Physiology of Exercise 148 57

Sociological and Psycho-
logical Aspects of
Coaching 90 35
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The course taken by the most coaches was First Aid with

88 per cent of the responding coaches receiving credit.

The lowest per cent for any of the selected courses was

35 per cent for a course in the sociological and psycho-

logical aspects of coaching.

Table XVI indicates the number of coaches who received

graduate credit in each of the selected courses.

TABLE XVI

NUMBER OF COACHES RECEIVING GRADUATE
CREDIT IN EACH OF THE SELECTED

COURSES

Course Credit Per Cent

First Aid 48 18

Prevention and Care of
Athletic Injuries 44 17

Theory and Techniques of
Coaching Football 68 26

Kinesiology 32 12

Physiology of Exercise 62 24

Sociological and Psycho-
logical Aspects of
Coaching 49 19

Coaches were asked to indicate whether or not they

believed each course was beneficial if they had taken it

or if they believed it would have been beneficial for them

to have taken it. They were asked to do this for the
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-undergraduate courses as well as the graduate courses.

While most coaches believed it was or would have been

beneficial to have the courses at the undergraduate level,

only about one-half of the responding coaches 
believed

the graduate level courses were or would have been beneficial.

Table XVII reports the results for each course.

TABLE XVII

COACHES WHO BELIEVED COURSES SUGGESTED WERE OR

WOULD HAVE BEEN BENEFICIAL

Under-
Course graduate Per Cent Graduate-Per Cent

First Aid 222 86 131 51

Prevention and Care
of Athletic Injuries 210 81 144 56

Theory and Techniques

of Coaching Football 200 77 137 53

Kinesiology 190 73 129 50

Physiology of Exercise 191 74 142 55

Sociological and Psycho-
logical Aspects of

Coaching 160 62 130 50

Table XVIII reports how coaches responded when asked

if they would favor a special certification requirement

for those persons planning to enter the coaching profession

in Texas,
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TABLE XVIII

STATUS OF COACHES REGARDING CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENT FOR COACHING

In Favor Of Number of Coaches Per Cent

Yes 197 77

No 58 23

Seventy-seven per cent of those responding indicated they

would favor a special certification for coaches, and 23 per

cent indicated they would not,

The number of coaches who had taken all six of the

selected courses at the undergraduate level is indicated

in Table XIX.

TABLE XIX

NUMBER OF COACHES WHO RECEIVED UNDERGRADUATE
CREDIT FOR ALL SIX OF THE SELECTED COURSES

Credit Received Number of Coaches Per Cent

Yes 39 15

No 220 85

Thirty-nine (15 per cent) indicated they had received credit

for all six of the selected courses, while 85 per cent

indicated lack of credit for all courses.
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It was judged beneficial to the study to determine

the number of coaches who had received, graduate credit

for any of the six selected courses. Table XX shows the

results of that count.

TABLE XX

NUMBER OF COACHES WHO HAD RECEIVED GRADUATE
CREDIT FOR ANY OF THE SELECTED COURSES

Credit Received Number of Coaches Per Cent

Yes 113 44

No 146 56

Forty-four per cent of the coaches indicated they had

received credit in at least one of the six selected courses,

while 56 per cent indicated they had not received any credit.

In order to test the hypothesis that coaches are

inadequately prepared by Texas colleges and universities

when compared to the perceived judgment of the coaches

and the standards suggested by the American Association

for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, the following

comparison was made. Coaches who believed that they were

adequately prepared and had received credit for all six

of the selected courses were compared to those coaches

who thought they were inadequately prepared and had not

received credit for all six courses, Table XXI presents

the results of the comparison,
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TABLE XXI

FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COACHES WHO THOUGHT THEY WERE PROPERLY PREPARED
IN REGARD TO PREVENTION AND CARE OF ATHLETIC

INJURIES AND HAD COMPLETED ALL SELECTED
COURSES TM THOSE WHO THOUGHT THEY WERE
NOT PROPERLY PREPARED AND HAD NOT

COMPLETED ALL SELECTED COURSES

Status of Coaches Nunbe of Coaches PrCent

A. Prepared With Credit
for All Courses 25 14.37

B. Not Prepared With
Lack of Credit in
All Courses 149 85.63

X2 = 88,37, p <.01

Of the 174 coaches who responded, twenty-five (14.37 per

cent) had received credit for all of the selected courses.

This number was significantly below those who had not received

credit in all the courses.

In order to test the hypothesis that coaches recognize

their lack of preparation and resort to other learning

experiences, the following comparison was made, Table XXII

reports the comparison between the number of coaches who

believed they were inadequately prepared and had received

credit for at least one of the courses at the graduate level

and those coaches who felt inadequately prepared and had

not taken any of the courses at the graduate level.
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TABLE XXII

FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COACHES WHO BELIEVED THEY WERE NOT PREPARED AND

HAD RECEIVED GRADUATE CREDIT FOR ONE OF THE
SIX COURSES AND COACHES WHO BELIEVED THEY

WERE NOT PREPARED AND HAD NOT RECEIVED
CREDIT IN ANY OF THE SIX COURSES

Preparation and Credit Number of Coaches Per Cent

A. Not Prepared and
Received Credit 73 56.8

B. Not Prepared and
Received No
Credit 56 43.2

X2 = 2,18, p > .05

The results of the comparison show that there was no

significant difference between groups A and B.

To further test the.hypothesis a comparison was

made between coaches who believed they were not prepared

and attended training lectures and demonstrations to

coaches who believed they were not prepared but did not

attend training lectures and demonstrations. The

results of this comparison are shown in Table XXIII,
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TABLE XXIII

FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COACHES WHO BELIEVED THEY WERE NOT PREPARED AND
ATTEND TRAINING LECTURES AND DEMONSTRATIONS

AND THOSE COACHES WHO BELIEVED THEY WERE
NOT PREPARED AND DO NOT ATTEND

TRAINING LECTURES AND
DEMONSTRATIONS

Preparation and Attendance Number of Coaches Per Cent

A. Not Prepared and
Attend 119 74.8

B. Not Prepared and
Do Not Attend 40 26,2

X2 1  37,4, p < .01

A significant number of coaches (74.8 per cent) indicated

they did attend training lectures and demonstrations.

Table XXIV reports the results of a comparison of

coaches in Class B, A, and AA high schools to coaches in

Class AAA and AAAA high schools in regard to which group

had more coaches who had completed all six of the suggested

courses. This comparison was made to determine whether

or not coaches in Class AAA and AAAA high schools were

better prepared for dealing with the prevention and care

of athletic injuries than coaches in Class B, A, and AA

high schools when compared to the standards suggested by

the American Association for Health, Physical Education,

and Recreation,
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TABLE XXIV

FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COACHES IN CLASS B, A, AND AA SCHOOLS AND

COACHES IN CLASS AAA AND AAAA SCHOOLS
IN REGARD TO THE COMPLETION OF ALL
SIX OF THE SUGGESTED COURSES

Coaches Coaches Not
Receiving Credit Receiving Credit

School Classification For All Courses For All Courses

A, Class B, A, AA 17 123

B, Class AAA, AAAA 22 62

X = 6.26, p ,02

There were seventy-four coaches who left one or more of

the answers tested blank and could not be included in the

comparison. Of the coaches used in the comparison, coaches

in Class AAA and AAAA high schools were significantly

better prepared than coaches in Class B, A, and AA high

schools,

A final comparison was made between those coaches who

were physical education majors and had received credit for

all six courses and those coaches who were physical education

majors and had not received credit for all six courses. This

was done to observe if there was any significant difference

between the two groups. Table XXV reports the results of

this comparison,
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TABLE XXV

FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COACHES WHO WERE PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS AND

HAD RECEIVED CREDIT FOR ALL SIX COURSES
AND COACHES WHO WERE PHYSICAL

EDUCATION MAJORS AND HAD
NOT RECEIVED CREDIT- FOR

ALL SIX COURSES

Status Number of Coaches Per Cent

A. Credit for All
Courses 37 18.04

B. Lack of Credit
for All
Courses 168 81.95

X 2 83.71, p < .01

Of those indicating they were physical education majors,

thirty-seven (18.04 per cent) had received credit for

all six of the suggested courses while 168 (81,95 per cent)

indicated they had not received credit for all of the

courses. The number of coaches not receiving credit in all

six courses was significantly higher than those receiving

credit in all six courses,

Chapter IV has been a presentation of the data received

concerning the professional preparation of head football

coaches in Texas in regard to their ability to properly

deal with the prevention and care of athletic injuries,

and the coaches judgment of this ability upon completion

of their Bachelor Degree requirements.
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The summary, conclusions and recommendations

are presented in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

This study focused on the undergraduate preparation

of high school football coaches in Texas with regard to

the prevention and care of athletic injuries when compared

to the standards suggested by the American Association for

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, A survey

questionnaire was mailed to a stratified random sample of

400 head football coaches in Texas. A total of 259 (65 per

cent) responded. Data from the questionnaire was analyzed

and treated statistically using chi square at the .05 level

of significance,

Tables I through XVIII displayed data concerning

the coaches' professional preparation and playing experience

received from the questionnaire in the order the questions

appeared on the questionnaire, Table XIX revealed that only

15 per cent of the responding coaches had received under-

graduate credit for all six of the recommended courses.

Table XX showed that 44 per cent of the coaches had received

graduate credit in at least one of the recommended courses,

Table XXI reported the comparison of coaches who

thought they were properly prepared in regard to the preven-

tion and care of athletic injuries and had completed all

40
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selected courses with coaches who thought they were not

prepared and had not completed all selected courses., This

comparison was made to test the hypothesis that requirements

of Texas colleges and universities for those persons planning

to enter the coaching profession are inadequate when compared

with the perceived judgment of the coaches and with the

standards recommended by the American Association for Health,

Physical Education, and Recreation. The number of coaches

who thought they were prepared and had received credit in all

the selected courses was significantly smaller than those who

felt unprepared and had not completed all the selected

courses.

The comparisons reported in Tables XXII and XXIII

were made to test the hypothesis that a significant number

of Texas high school football coaches recognize their lack

of preparation and resort to other learning experiences--

graduate courses, attendance at training- lectures and

demonstrations--to aid them in the proper prevention and care

of athletic injuries, While Table XXII reveals no significant

differences between coaches who felt unprepared and received

graduate credit in some of the selected courses and those

who received no credit, TableXXIII reveals a significant

difference between coaches who felt unprepared and attended

training lectures and demonstrations and coaches who felt

unprepared and did not attend, The number of coaches who

did attend training lectures and demonstrations was signifi-

cantly larger than those who did not,
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The comparison reported in Table XXIV was made to

test the hypothesis that coaches in Class AAA and AAAA

high schools are better prepared for dealing with the

prevention and care of athletic injuries than coaches in

Class B, A, and AA high schools, The comparison revealed

that coaches in the larger schools were significantly better

prepared than coaches in the smaller schools in regard to

the prevention and care of athletic injuries using the

standards suggested by the American Association for Health,

Physical Education, and Recreation.

Table XXV compared coaches who were physical education

majors and had received credit for all six courses and those

coaches who were physical education majors and had not

received credit. for all six courses, The number of physical

education majors who had not received credit in all six

courses was significantly larger (81.95 per cent) than those

who had completed all six courses.

Conclusions

With respect to the segment of the population identified,

the study demonstrates that the hypothesis advanced at the

beginning of the study can be accepted. Based on the findings

of the study, the following conclusions appear to be justified.

There is a lack of uniformity in the professional

preparation of coaches by Texas colleges and universities.

Due to this lack of uniformity, many coaches are not
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adequately prepared for properly dealing with the prevention

and care of athletic injuries. This heightens the chance

of injury to participants and may increase the chances

of additional injury due to improper therapeutic treatment

and premature admission to athletic participation, Some

coaches, realizing their inadequate preparation, make

efforts to learn the necessary precautions and procedures

by engaging in professional growth experience directed

toward this deficiency.

Recommendations

Based on the data reported in the study, the following

recommendations are offered:

1. Supervisory agencies in Texas should establish

priorities regarding certification, which will insure that

individuals who coach place the well-being of the athletes

above their desire to win;

2. Colleges and universities in Texas should require

all physical education majors to complete the minimum

standards for coaches as recommended by the American Associa-

tion for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation;

3. All individuals who graduate with a degree other

than physical education and desire to coach, should be required

to obtain an endorsement for coaching reflecting completion

of the courses recommended by the American Association for

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,



Dear Coach,

Enclosed, you will find a questionnaire designed
to evaluate the professional preparation of Texas high
school football coaches in regard to the prevention and
care of athletic injuries.

We are all concerned with the -number of injuries
that occur in high school football each year. There
seems to be a need to re-evaluate the undergraduate
requirements for those persons planning to enter the
coaching profession.

Please read the accompanying letter, complete and
return the questionnaire as soon as possible.

Yours truly,

L. W. McConachie-
Executive Vice-President
Texas High School Coaches Association
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Box 846
Shallowater, Texas

Dear Coach:

This is an opportunity for you, as a high school football
coach, to put your unique and valuable knowledge to work
to possibly improve our profession. Recent activities
by AmerIcan Alliance for Health, Physicalt Education, and
Recreation and the Texas High School Coaches Association
indicate that there is considerable interest in providing
better professional preparation for those persons planning
to enter the coaching profession.

I am conducting a study, endorsed by the Executive Vice-
President of the Coaches Association, on the preparation
of Texas High School football coaches at the undergraduate
level for dealing with the prevention and, care of athletic
injuries. Because you have coached football, you can
provide valuable information pertaining to your undergraduate
preparation and how it has helped or hindered you in regard
to the prevention and care of athletic injuries.

This study will be concerned with determining if there is
a need for re-evaluating the present standards for profes-
sional preparation of prospective coaches. Any information
received from you will be treated in a purely statistical
manner, and no mention will be made in the completed study
of you or your individual school.

Please fill out the enclosed questionnaire and return using
the enclosed envelope.

Yours truly,

Wayne Schatzle
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Please check or fill in the blank as indicated;

1. Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

2. School _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _

3. School Classification: B A AA AAA AAAA

4. Undergraduate Degree

a. Majora-P.E. _Other

b. Minor--P.E. Other,

c. Institution granting degree

5. Master's Degree: Yes __No

a. Major--P.E. Other

b, Minor--P.E. Other

6. Hours beyond Master's Degree:

None 3-9 12-18 21-30 33-35

over 40

7. High School Football Playing Experience-- Yes No

8. College Football Playing Experience--. Yes _ _No

9. Do you feel that when you received your Bachelor's Degree
that you were properly prepared for dealing with the
prevention and care of athletic injuries? Yes No

10. How many years have you coached football?

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 over 25

11. Do you belong to the Texas High School Coaches Association?

Yes No

12. If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, please
indicate if you attend lectures and demonstrations per-
taining to the prevention and care of athletic injuries
at Coaches' School, , Yes _ No

13, Do you have a licensed athletic trainer at your school?

Yes____ No If you answered "No", do you have
access to one in the area? Yes No
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14. If you do not have a trainer and. could add a person toyour staff, which would you choose? trainer coach

15. Please check whether or not you received undergraduate
credit for the following courses. Whether you check "Yes"or "No', please indicate whether or not you think it was
or would have been beneficial.
Course Yes No Beneficia Yes No

First Aid
Prevention and Care of
Athletic Injuries
Theory and Techniques
of Coaching Football

Kinesiology

Physiology of Exercise

Sociological and
Psychological Aspects
of Coaching

16. Please check whether or not you have received graduate
credit for the following courses. Whether you check "Yes"or "No", please indicate whether or not you think it was
or would have been beneficial,
Course Yes No Beneficial Yes No

First Aid
Prevention and Care of
Athletic Injuries
Theory and Techniques
of Coaching Football
Kinesiology

Physiology of Exercise

Sociological and
Psychological Aspects
of Coaching

17. Would you favor a special certification requirement
for coaching for those persons planning to enter the
coaching profession?

Yes No
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